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About the speaker

Pete Strycharske – D3 Technologies

Autodesk Certified Instructor and Professional in AutoCAD and 

Inventor working for D3, an Autodesk Platinum Partner.  I focus 

primarily on engineering design and manufacturability, design 

automation and configuration, process efficiency and 

manufacturing layouts, both teaching and mentoring clients, as 

well as creating content for them.  Have been working with the 

Factory Design Utilities since 2012.  Personally love working 

with kids, helping out at church and reliving my “glory days” 

running up and down the basketball court.
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Why are We Here?

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Need to produce accurate, highly customizable quotes, coupled with compelling graphics and visualizations.  Oh 

and these have to be completed yesterday…  Once these quotes are won, need to rapidly transition to engineer 

and produce the product in a more compressed timeline.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Creating effective pre-sales models with sufficient detail, yet not unbearable to work with and rapidly modify.  

Once the job is won, then these conceptual models must be quickly converted to an engineering model and fully 

detailed for downstream processes.  Oh and that had to be done yesterday, too…

So what can we do about it?

There are many ways to try and automate designs inside 

Inventor, but we’re hoping to demonstrate a methodology 

that  will uniquely tick off all the boxes

• Utilize the Factory Design Utilities (FDU) inside Inventor 

(and AutoCAD) to build and configure the quoting and 

conceptual models

• Embed these FDU models with detailed engineering meta 

data

• Once the project is secured, utilize some custom 

programming & iLogic to convert these FDU models into 

fully detailed engineering models, including drawings
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Today’s plan
• Factory Design Utilities Overview

o The excellent, the good and the not-as-awesome

• Solution Components Breakdown

o Virtual Components

o Phantom Parts

o Factory Assets

o Base Models

o iProperties & Parameters

o iLogic

o Engineered Model Builder Add-in

o Engineering Layout

• Application of the Solution

• Advantages

• Current Limitations / Cautions

• Future Enhancements

• Acknowledgements / Q&A

Factory Design Utilities
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Factory Design Utilities Overview
How do these fit in?

FACTORY FLOOR

Factory layouts have a unique object, the floor plane object, that 

expedites the placing of models relative to the assembly origin planes

FACTORY CONNECTORS FOR ORIENTATION

Factory assets contain special objects that allow for “snap building” models together.  This helps to control 

positions and orientations of the models and automatically builds relationships

Factory Design Utilities Overview
How do these fit in?

SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION MODELS

Designers can build models that only contain the required detail and 

features to reduce file size and improve performance

FACTORY PROPERTY MANIPULATION 

Key parameters from the asset are made available for editing
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Factory Design Utilities Overview
How do these fit in?

FACTORY CONNECTORS PASS PARAMETER VALUES

Via an XML linking file, asset connectors can pass key parameter values between asset models

Brief Factory Layout Demo
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If Factory Design Utilities are so great,
Why not just use them?

PLACED FACTORY ASSETS GET UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS – GREAT! AND NOT SO GREAT…

Factory assets are placed from a central library and each configuration is assigned a unique identifier in the file 

name.  Unfortunately for assembly assets, ALL components get the unique identifier, even the standard ones… 

Solution Component Breakdown
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Virtual Components:
Solving virtually all problems 
(almost)

Virtual Components are zero geometry parts that live only in 

assemblies and are inaccessible from the outside, even in  

Vault

• Use Virtual Components to decrease the asset “footprint” 

within Vault, because Vault can’t see them

• They serve as data storage devices inside the assembly, 

to help configure components for quotes

• Eventually the Custom iProperties within the Virtual 

Components will be used to link to the proper base model 

(more on base models later)

Phantom Parts: Not scary at all

Since Virtual Components have no geometry we need 

something to represent the model.  That’s where phantom 

parts come in.

• Phantom parts are models used to display the required 

detail and visualize product configurations for the factory 

asset

• They are assigned a BOM structure of “Phantom”, to 

ensure that they are NOT counted in the BOM
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Factory Assets: Putting 
together what we’ve go so far

By combining the virtual components, phantom parts and 

iLogic, we can create the following types of powerful factory 

assets.

• Single Part assets, like the frame at the top right, are 

used to point to a very specific configurable base model 

assembly

• Assembly assets, like the robot arm in the middle, are 

used to point to both customizable and standard 

components for use in the base models

• Certain assembly assets, like the cabinet at the bottom 

right, only point to standard models that have many 

different configurations, like iAssembly children

Base models: Give me the details

Base models are the name that we’ve been given to the generic 

assembly models that are copied and reconfigured into the final 

engineering models.

• Corresponding assets have iProperties that will point to the 

proper base model

• The base models contain the engineering details to complete a 

job

• Drawings for the custom components are also included with 

the base model assemblies
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iProperties & Key Parameters: 
Making the Inventor world go 
‘round

Parameters and iProperties are well known pieces of 

information in Inventor, so I’ll just share some specifics

• “Base_Model_Path” iProperty is used inside the factory 

asset to control which base model is to be copied

• “Component_Type” iProperty, set to either Standard or 

Custom, currently, control whether a component is copied 

or just reused and must be added to every part in a base 

model

• “NewFileNamePrefix” is a parameter in the top-level base 

model assembly that inherits the unique identifier from the 

factory asset and is used to name the copied engineering 

model

iLogic Rules: You must comply

iLogic is a module inside of Inventor that allows users to create 

design rules to control geometry, enforce standards or even to 

reach deep into the Inventor API (the “guts” of Inventor)  Here are 

some examples of iLogic utilized in the solution

• Run of the mill applications to shape and control geometry

• Ensure that design intent as well as Min / Max conditions are 

enforced

• Resize drawing files base on part model updates

• Utilize Inventor API to create copies of models and drawings 

and reconfigure them into the detailed Engineering models
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Engineered Model Builder Add-
In: The final piece to the puzzle

Even though the Inventor API can be accessed from inside 

of iLogic rules, sometimes Add-ins make more sense from 

an efficiency and flexibility standpoint

• Programming utilities, like Visual Studio, offer all the 

advanced tools for building, debugging and compiling 

code

• By using an add-in all the logic can be stored in one 

location and is easily accessible with a ribbon button

• The Engineered Model Builder (EMB) is used to collect 

and store all the required parameter and iProperty data to 

copy and configure the copied base models

• EMB also stores and passes the asset’s original position 

and orientation from the factory layout for use in the 

Engineering layout

Engineered models / layout: The 
fruits of our labors

The whole point of this project is to extract useful, detailed 

engineering information from the quote model to expedite the 

final model building process

• Copied base models are given the unique identifier from the 

asset and saved in the job location

• These copied models are flexed into their final configuration

• Update drawing views based on model changes and rescale 

the views to properly fit on the sheet

• Check this engineering model into Vault and use in the rest of 

the engineering process
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Solution Walkthrough

Engineered Model Builder in Action
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Advantages with the Solution

Process Advantages: Make the everyday stuff better

LET FACTORY DESIGN UTILITIES DO WHAT THEY’RE BEST AT

Factory layout models can quickly and easily be configured with the use of asset models.  These models, which 

are created and approved by engineering, can be used by the sales team and estimators to create accurate quote 

models.

LET META DATA DO THE HEAVY LIFTING

Using a combination of iLogic and the EMB add-in the factory assets pass along parameters and iProperties, 

which are used to copy and configure the proper base model.

SAVE TIME

Once the models are configured the process is automatic and works just like Copy Design.  However, since 

everything is already set up, there is no Copy Design configuration required.  Therefore non-engineering users 

can help create the final engineering models.  Components that aren’t assets are passed along and reused.
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Management Advantages: Helping out on the back end

CLEANER JOB FILE STRUCTURE

Since standard components are reused in this approach, only the “Custom” components of the base models are 

copied to the new job location, keeping those folder neat and tidy.  By utilizing Virtual Components in the asset 

models, Vault is kept clear of unnecessarily redundant files.

EASY MAINTENANCE

Because the factory asset model and base model aren’t directly linked together, only copied during the EMB 

process, normal engineering are used to keep those models up-to-date.  For example, can add / modify the 

quantity of fasteners in the base models without having any impact on the factory asset, and vice versa.

CUSTOMIZABLE UTILITIES

By using iLogic, parameters and iProperties, users have the freedom to reconfigure file pathing and storage 

locations for the solution components.  Therefore, the process can be modified for a variety of engineering 

department configurations.

To Infinity and Beyond
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Current Limitations: Nothing in this life is perfect

Design Accelerators, such as: Tube & Pipe, Cable & Harness, Frame Generator, etc.; 

cannot currently be copied using the EMB process

Due to the nature of how some Design Accelerator components are managed and edited behind the scenes, we 

are currently unable to copy them using iLogic rules.  This puts a major damper on using them in the base 

models.  However, base models can be constructed to help expedite the placement of these components, but 

they MUST be added after the conversion process.

Cautions: Not problems, just things to watch out for

COMPONENTS IN THE ENGINEERING LAYOUT ARE GROUNDED IN PLACE

This isn’t really a limitation, but is actually a very efficient way to build assemblies, but there’s also nothing in the 

model holding that position to the origin geometry.  Therefore, if a user ungrounds and repositions the component, 

there is no automatic way to recover that information.

EMB WILL OVERWRITE THE ENGINEERING LAYOUT EVERY TIME

Every time that EMB is engaged with the identical engineering layout name, 

the engineering layout will be overwritten.  This helps to keep things consistent 

with Vault, but will remove any local edits if not checked in first.  Therefore, we 

advise: waiting until the major details are worked out with the customer prior to 

converting the model, using subassemblies in the engineering layout (using 

demotion works well) and checking files into Vault to maintain version control.  

If the engineering layout is to be overwritten, the file must be checked out first 

and left checked out.
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Future Enhancements: The stars we’ll shoot for

INVESTIGATE INVENTOR 2019 ILOGIC CONSTRAINT ENHANCEMENTS

Inventor constraints can now be created more easily and automatically using iLogic enhancements in the 2019 

release.  Coupled with the ability to name faces, edges, points, etc. components could potentially be constrained 

together versus just grounded in place.

ADD FUNCTIONALITY TO THE EMB

To consolidate information in one location, the “Copy” iLogic rule could be rolled into the EMB add-in.  New 

functionality could be added to offer users more flexibility to locate saved files and to automate Vault operations, 

like check in / check out.

EXPLORE FACTORY DESIGN UTILITIES API TO AUTOMATE FACTORY LAYOUT CREATION

With the recent release of Factory Design API, the ability now exists to automate the asset placement and 

configuration process.  While not directly related to EMB, there are customers who would like to automate the 

creation of factory layouts.

Acknowledgements with Q & A
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A Big Thanks to All Who Helped Get Me Here!

GOD HIMSELF

Thankful for every breath I take and for this 

wonderful opportunity!

SCOTT DIBBEN

Scott is my boss and I’m thankful that he gives us 

the time and freedom to explore new workflows and 

possibilities.

TIM MUELLER

Tim is a former colleague who first got me thinking 

about using Factory Design Utilities for product 

design as well as factory layouts.

DAN VANG

A special thanks is due Dan because he wrote many 

of the iLogic rules and all of the code for the EMB 

add-in.  I may have cast the vision, but Dan gave it 

legs, arms and a heartbeat!

Any Questions
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